Price overview UK (£)
Cost for CultSwitch Channel Manager,
which provides the transmission of availabilities and prices to your various distribution channels on the Internet,
and also automatically retrieves bookings from the online booking platforms.

Setup-fee

CultSwitch Channel Management set-up per property/hotel incl. 3 channels

once-only 259,00 £

Additional channels set-up per channel

once-only 59,00 £

Operating costs
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Monthly CultSwitch service-fee
Minimum
Maxiumun
Between minimum and maximum 1% service-fee of booking turnover will be charged.

55,00 £
299,00 £

Extended liability

included

The extension of liability covers financial consequences of any technical problems with the synchronization of data, within the responsibility of
Cultuzz. Maximum liabilities of the general terms and conditions will remain.

CultBooking
CultBooking is the online booking software for your homepage. CultBooking is connected to our Channel Manager CultSwitch. So all offers, rates
and bookings with your hotel software can automatically be matched. With CultBooking, your website is a distribution channel!

Set-up fee

once-only 59,00 £

Optional
Colour customisation of CultBooking screen
Text customisation of CultBooking booking confirmation

Operating costs
Unlimited bookings, no commissions, no monthly fees

www.cultswitch.com

once-only 79,00 £
once-only 19,00 £

included

Additional services

eBay as a „Channel“
CultBay offers you new, ideal eBay target groups and buyers for your accommodation offers: roughly 130 million users can see and buy your
offers. We create your offerings - from vouchers to your own eBay brand shop - matching your wishes or fitting your corporate design.
Our full service ensures that your offers are in the desired format - as an auction or fixed price - in one of the largest online markets Worldwide.
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Set-up fee

once-only 59,00 £

Operating costs
Comission (payment upon voucher redemption)

15 % of booking turnover

GDS
provides connectivity to the Global Distribution Systems (Amadeus, Sabre, Pegasus as well as Galileo and Worldspan).

Set-up fee

once-only 59,00 £

Operating costs
GDS-commission (incl. 10% Travel Agency fee)
GDS-commission for corporate rates
plus third-party fees per booking
Travelport listing-fee (Galileo, Worldspan, if selected) per month

17,5 %
5,0 %
4,95 £
2,95 £

Each module cancellation is subject to a 90 days term upon month-end.

a product of

www.cultswitch.com

